Long underrated, 6 artists finally get the spotlight

For the past few years, we’ve seen the rise of the new meat. Beyond hamburger patties, we now have vegan cheeseburger “patty” that has the likes of its “beefy” taste and beyond meats — the first companies to take us on the journey of plant-based food. While they were hailed for their unorthodoxy resembling to, and — optimistic — case of the real-life alternative protein producers have since emerged. Since early 2021, a host of plant-based meat companies have been certified by the San Francisco-based biotech startup TurtleTree Singapore. There is no reason why we can’t continue to enjoy our favourite food experience even when choosing to go plant-based.
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For left: Karana's whole-plant meat. With climate change affecting food production, interest in plant-based food products will continue. For right: Whole-plant meat from Karana. The product has no hormones, antibiotics, or cholesterol. Photos: AGROCRIP, TURTLE TREE